Frost & Sullivan Awards Proxim Wireless 2008 Innovation of the Year Award for its MeshMax Product Line Integrating WiMAX, Wi-Fi and Wi-Fi Mesh

Palo Alto, Calif. — February 6, 2008 — Based on its recent analysis of integrated wireless technologies, Frost & Sullivan presents Proxim Wireless (Nasdaq: PRXM) with the 2008 North American Frost & Sullivan Technology Innovation of the Year Award in recognition of its development of an integrated solution which converges WiMAX, Wi-Fi and Wi-Fi Mesh into one solution – MeshMAX.

The MeshMAX is a tri radio product offering Wi-Fi connectivity for access, Wi-Fi mesh gateway for network redundancy, and a high capacity and carrier-class WiMAX radio for backhaul. This could also be termed the convergence of IP (Wi-Fi) and RF (WiMAX) technologies.

Although WiMAX and Wi-Fi are distinct technologies with unique characteristic features, they are often deployed in tandem – WiMAX for backhaul purposes and Wi-Fi mesh to provide access to Wi-Fi enabled devices such as multimode Wi-Fi phones.

Proxim’s MeshMax supports licensed WiMAX frequencies in 3.3-3.6 GHz bands and unlicensed frequencies in 5.1-5.8 GHz bands for backhaul. For mesh functionality and access, it supports unlicensed mesh frequencies of 2.4 GHz and 5.1-5.8 GHz.

The MeshMAX caters to numerous applications such as wireless solutions for bandwidth-intensive and high definition IP-surveillance cameras, on demand mobile entertainment and mobile broadband access solutions like IPTV, VoIP and Internet access through portable Wi-Fi devices.

“The confluence of these three technologies is logical as it brings to the fore the best that all the three technologies have to offer and Proxim’s history of providing point to multi-point wireless networking products and solutions has given it a rich repository of experience and expertise to deliver MeshMAX,” notes Frost & Sullivan ICT Industry Manager, Vedavalli Rangan. “The company already has a strong intellectual property portfolio with over 120 US patents and has been developing and deploying wireless products around the globe for several decades.”

“We are honored to receive this prestigious award from Frost and Sullivan”, says Pankaj Manglik President and CEO of Proxim Wireless, “and be recognized for being a leading innovator in the outdoor broadband wireless market.”

Each year Frost & Sullivan presents this Award to the company that has carried out new research, which has resulted in innovation(s) that have or are expected to bring significant contributions to the industry in terms of adoption, change, and competitive posture. The Award recognizes the quality and depth of a company’s research and development program as well as the vision and risk-taking that enabled it to undertake such an endeavor.

Frost & Sullivan Best Practices Awards recognize companies in a variety of regional and global markets for demonstrating outstanding achievement and superior performance in areas such as leadership, technological innovation, customer service, and strategic product development. Industry analysts compare market participants and measure performance through in-depth interviews, analysis, and extensive secondary research in order to identify best practices in the industry.

About Proxim Wireless

Proxim Wireless Corporation (NASDAQ: PRXM) is a leader in core-to-client solutions for metro-scale broadband wireless networks. Our systems enable a variety of wireless applications including security and surveillance systems, mobile workforce automation and machine-to-machine communications. We have shipped more than 1.5 million wireless devices to more than 200,000 customers worldwide. Proxim is ISO-9001 certified. Information about Proxim can be found at www.proxim.com. For investor relations information, e-mail ir@proxim.com or call 408-542-3303.

About Frost & Sullivan

Frost & Sullivan, the Global Growth Consulting Company, partners with clients to accelerate their growth. The company’s Growth Partnership Services, Growth Consulting and Career Best Practices empower clients to create a growth-focused culture that generates, evaluates and implements effective growth strategies. Frost & Sullivan employs over 45 years of experience in partnering with Global 1000 companies, emerging businesses and the investment community from more than 30 offices on six continents. For more information about Frost & Sullivan’s Growth Partnerships, visit http://www.awards.frost.com.
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